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Identity, Integrity, and Immunity 

 
Integrity is wholeness. A life of integrity is undivided; not double minded. A life of integrity is clearly 
directed. 
Immunity supports integrity. Immunity is trusting who I am and fighting off who I’m not.  
Identity is a gift of God—and is lived out when I trust who God says I am. I trust the love of God and 
others to guide and direct my life. I trust this love, too, to be my immune system and fight off lies 
and shame. 
 
Only LOVE transforms. LAW deceives; it has no power. PASSENGERS deceive, too. 
 
The Law and the “passengers” we experience in our lives are not designed, and therefore are not 
capable of transforming our identity. These forces are still—very, sadly—capable of damaging our 
integrity. 
 
Think of this analogy for integrity: Every day, we choose “daily routes.” Our integrity is very similar to 
a GPS app making choices about: 
 

• our behavior 
• how I handle my responsibilities 
• how I respond to challenges, other people… 
• how I respond to personal mistakes, struggles… 
• how I respond to shame 
• how I respond to pain 
• how I love you 
• how I trust and let you love me 

 
When our GPS system is connected to truth, it is stabilized and led by the truth of our identity. 
I AM gets to sit and stay in the driver’s seat as we navigate our daily routes. This way, the life I live 
builds integrity—a good navigational system—that coordinates completely with my new identity. 
 
I know who I am and others do, too. My identity and integrity are whole; I am at peace. The truth of 
my identity is vital for guiding and building my integrity. This GPS system includes: 
 

• My core values and convictions about what is good, true, and life-giving. These are not 
matters of convenience; I’m willing to stand—and fight—for these. 

• My strategic anchors. These are answers to questions like: “How will I make decisions in an 
intentional way to move toward my purpose and dreams and destiny?” “How will I love 
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others?” “How will I grow up and succeed?” 
• My priorities and capacity. No one can do everything. We all have too many choices; we all 

have limited capacity. My identity sets my priorities; outside circumstances and maturity can 
affect my capacity. 

• My real needs. These are not weaknesses; these are God-given needs, created so I can 
experience love: trust, security, affirmation, protection, direction, correction, attention, and 
significance. 

 
Passengers are not constant. They change day-by-day or exist for a short time or a season. 
Passengers are things I experience but they are not who I AM. 
 
Passengers include: 

• outside circumstances 
• opportunity 
• personal mistakes, struggles—and our shame story 
• moods 
• emotions and attitudes 
• misguided motives (masks) 
• chance desires 
• personal preferences (example: comfort instead of growth) 
• peer pressure, relationships, and other outside influences 
• social media / news 
• addictions 
• diagnosis and labels 
• lies / distractions 

 
The GPS system that is our integrity is being programmed at the same time we’re actually using it. 
 
When passengers—anything from this list—choose our daily routes, our GPS system has been 
compromised… invaded if you will, as if by a virus. 
 
It’s like a hijacking—or a kidnapping. We get “carried away” by anger instead of driven by truth. My 
boyfriend “takes the wheel” on my route or my girlfriend “sits in the driver’s seat” of my life. 
Somebody else’s anger” chooses my route” and directs my behavior. 
 
We get hijacked—or kidnapped. And unless someone we trust comes to find us—and we let them 
help us—we may stay lost so long that we believe the lies that are programming the GPS that is our 
integrity instead of the truth. 
 
We can stay confused for a long time. We can stay lost for a lifetime. We can make choices and 
decisions in our confusion that hurt us—and hurt others. 
 
And there is great hope: What started in trust will be completed in trust. 
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Our integrity can be damaged by passengers when we let them direct our lives; our identity never 
changes. We are who God says we are—new creations—Christ in me… even on my worst day. 
 
Ask regularly: 
 

• Who’s in the driver’s seat? 
• Who or what is choosing my daily routes? Am I? 
• Or have I been hijacked? 
• Who do I trust that I can ask for help? 

 


